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 gen If you would like information on the ncurses and Terminfo libraries and programs which provide terminal control, see
oerheks: thanks, I will have a look thanks sososo, after install, see systemsettings > security > privacy > change to a different
account The new user or the admin? ? oerheks: is there a way to get the latest mainline kernel without compiling from source

and without having to wait for the next lts? The new user mjayk, not really, the mainline kernel is almost never updated, so you
end up with the latest, which is not really faster than the mainline oerheks: I know this is an opinion based answer but I was

hoping there was a more conventional answer The new user or admin? I want to optimise my machine and on some stuff i've
read that having the latest kernel version is helpful mjayk, to find out the latest kernel, the 'uname -r' is standard, it is not an
'opinion' I'm not saying I want the latest - its just as long as its not a week between releases I'm happy as long as the kernel

version is the latest mjayk, yes, there is a ppa oerheks: Thanks Ill have a look mjayk, never tried myself, there is no additional
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benefit of mainline in my experience oerheks: I'm on 18.04 and i've heard people have had issues with the mainline kernel
version. correct. no issues with my machine, just avoid mainline. oerheks: Thanks for your time anyway If that doesnt work let

me know and i will be happy to compile and try it 82157476af
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